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London, UK, 26th of August 2013 – On our fifth chapter we present another promising 
talent in the form of Washington DC resident ‘Fasika’. Taking inspiration from the likes of 
Kerri Chandler and Eric Morillo, his debut EP ‘Warp’ is a robust concoction of potent 
percussion, trademark keys stabs and hefty low-end grooves. 
 
Listen: https://soundcloud.com/sinnmusik-1/sets/sm005 
 
The title track emerges slowly through cavernous ambience bringing with it a taught and 
powerful kick, brash hats and a crunching clap. Yawning sweeps, additive bass tones and a 
menacing motif build a dense and colourful mix that exemplifies Fasika’s knack for filling 
floors perfectly. 
 
‘Circles’ gambols into a slightly more jovial groove as clipped vocal cuts and multiple synth 
lines dart over a varied and weighty bass line. Clever sequencing thickens and thins the 
mix with additive percussive lines working throughout to maintain a rich and vigorous 
intensity. 
‘June Bug’ drives a long-tailed kick under a propulsive hammond riff that’s treated 
throughout to progress towards intelligently plotted rises and drops. Drenched in reverb, 
shimmering synths and textures sit behind a relentless groove that snowballs throughout. 
‘Kidu’s Jam’ sends a wrecking ball into the collection as a rough-edged synth pattern 
savagely wraps around a whipping clap, eerie truncated vocals and winding string sweeps. 
In exemplary fashion, low-end frequencies dip in and out keeping things pinned firmly to the 
dance-floor. 
Finally, ‘Raw’ blends together a characteristic recipe of keys stabs, deft sampling and a 
forceful kick. Grooving bongo flashes, glacial percussive flicks and swung rhythms bring 
together a cohesive collection of prime-time House grooves that showcase a promising 
talent in Fasika.  
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First Reactions: 
 

dMIT.RY 
“Classic house action on this ep, great vibes. Looking forward to drop it in the clubs” 
 
Joyce Muniz 
“cool stuff !!” 
 
Beta Boy 
“Great stuff here. Deep & Dub. Circles & Kidu's Jam. Excellent” 
 
Stephen Hernandez 
“FUNKY EP!!! CONGRATS” 
 
Sacha Robotti // Robosonic 
“nasty!” 
 
Still Rob G 
“Solid stuff here all around. Oddly familiar, strikingly different. Love Circles, June Bug, but 
they're all really great. Cheers!” 
 
Laurent Garnier 
“Great trippy house ep-- Full support ” 
 
Maksymilian Galasiewicz 
“Wooo, that EP is massive. Love ALL sounds here. Can't wait to play Warp, Circles and 
Kidu's Jam! Looking for more from new talent Fasika! Thanks.” 
 
dubble d/moodymanc 
“nice vibes here... will check further thanks...” 
 
Tim Red 
“yes! liking the entirety of this - good work!” 
 
Shadow Child 
“circles is cool” 
 
Sam Hopkins 
“This is some classy music. There are a couple of truly standout tracks on here - Circles, 
Raw, & Kidu's Jam are all serious dancefloor music!” 
 
Michael Leuffen 
“raw is my fav!!! Nice bass works at all tracks!!!” 
 
Louis Osbourne 
“Really nice chunky deepness here. They will fit in my set perfectly.” 
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Deetron 
“Raw sounds nice!” 
 
Robbie Akbal 
“cool grooves...” 
 
Mirco Violi 
“really nice tracks.full support.” 
 
Slobodan 
“Love it! Realness...” 
 
Brett Griffin 
“Delightful debut here.” 
 
BONES 
“DOPE TUNES” 
 
Quentin van Honk 
“Oeee! Warp and Raw will do a good job on the dancefloor I think!” 
 
tmi 
“wow wow wow !!! warp is brilliant !!! the other ones are mindblowing, too! wow wow wow” 
 
Inxec 
“some great bits on here. very clean and well thought out sound design. brilliant stuff” 
 
Sebastian Schmitt 
“Cool Release with high quality tracks! Will play these stuff !!!” 
 
Nicholas Concklin 
“Wow this is actually really quite good. Each track carries its own.” 
 
Advokkat 
“Massive EP. Thanks” 
 
House of Dice 
“Consistently good.” 
 
Frank Eckert 
“strong stuff” 
 
Whistla 
“Great Garage vibes on these :)” 
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Forget Me Not 
“I like the Kerri Chandler vibe.” 
 
Ralph Lawson:  
"good skills sir!” 
 
Klaus Fiehe 
“solid package with circles true highlighting from my point of view...” 
 
Phil Tomlin 
“Killer EP.. Loving Circles” 
 
Matthias Kammel 
“Nice combination of house and more experimental suff, like it a lot!” 
 
LEFTWING  
“Love this EP :))” 
 
hrdvsion 
“nice one!” 
 
Bart van Rijn 

“Like the tracks very much and will play for sure ! Grtzzz, Bart van Rijn” 
 
 


